. Also, as discussed in the main text, GSH OP models assumed a compound-symmetric covariance structure among the withinsite errors whereas PM 10 models did not assume a non-zero covariance structure. B : Across weekly averages (2,118 at 34 locations for GSH OP and 12,041 at 66 locations for PM 10 ). For PM 10 , two high values at two sites were removed as outliers.
C : After removing non-significant terms and those that did not increase the CV R 2 .
D
: 50 m buffer used initially though 100 m buffer performed slightly better in multivariable models. 
Calculation of mean fractional bias and mean fractional error
We calculated mean fractional bias (MFB; %) and mean fractional error (MFE; %) for the pairs of model predictions ( ̂ ) and measurements ( ) using the following formulas:
[2]
Residual correlation and diagnostics
We evaluated assumptions about model residuals using the untransformed, original-scale data, as well as those using natural log and square root transformations. Because none of these transformations markedly improved residual diagnostics or improved predictive accuracy in preliminary models, we modeled GSH OP without transformation. Despite our use of a compound symmetric covariance structure for the within-site errors (chosen based on the crossvalidation (CV) R 2 ), we found evidence of low to moderate temporal autocorrelation in residuals from the final GSH OP prediction model, though little (Pearson's r <0.2) remained for lags greater than two weeks. The temporal alignment of the OP data resulted in several weekly values being repeated (those for which the monitoring period was longer than one week): these are displayed as successive horizontal points in Figure S2A . Though counterintuitive, temporal autocorrelation increased slightly when an AR(1) covariance structure was evaluated. Residual diagnostics showed that other modeling assumptions were reasonable, with little to no spatial correlation or spatio-temporal interaction remaining (see below).
Spatio-temporal interaction and kriging
The model in Equation 1 includes a smooth spatial trend ( ) that is assumed constant over time. We provided this function the greatest flexibility possible by using a basis dimension of . The complexity of this function was determined during model fitting using bivariate penalized thin-plate splines. To evaluate whether any spatio-temporal interaction remained in the data and to potentially explain additional variability in the outcome, we added seasonal spatial terms, ( ), and weekly spatial terms, ( ), separately, to the GSH OP and PM 10 models. Time-varying spatial terms were also specified using bivariate penalized thin-plate splines. Weekly spatial models were fit in a back-fitting arrangement 4 in which weekly smooth spatial terms were fit to the model residuals, iterating between the non-spatial and spatial model components until convergence 5 . We also examined seasonal and weekly semivariograms of the model residuals to assess the extent of any remaining spatial variability, and examined the level of serial autocorrelation in model residuals by creating autocorrelation plots for each monitoring site and summarizing these across sites.
To evaluate the sensitivity of model performance to different spatial modeling approaches, we evaluated ordinary and simple kriging models in which residual spatial variation was modeled as a mean-zero Gaussian stochastic process. These spatial models were embedded within the GAM structure, with the covariance of this process modeled as the sum of a nugget parameter ( ) plus a Matern covariance, parameterized by the partial sill ( ), range ( , limited to 0-1000), and differentiability parameter ( , fixed at 1). Ordinary and simple kriging models were fit using the krige.conv() function in the geoR package 6 for R, with variogram parameters estimated using maximum likelihood via the likfit() function. In the event that likfit() failed to converge, we used variofit() instead. To fit these models, we again iterated between the non-spatial and spatial model components until convergence. In addition to kriging models with a single spatial term, we evaluated kriging models that used seasonal and weekly spatial terms, as for the spatial smoothing spline models. For the single and seasonal kriging models, the intercept was removed from the non-spatial component and so was estimated as the mean parameter using ordinary kriging. In weekly kriging models, the intercept was included in the non-spatial component of the model, so simple kriging, with the beta parameter set to zero, was used to model residual weekly spatial variability.
Modeling residual spatial variability, either using smoothing splines or ordinary/simple kriging, at either the seasonal or weekly level (though insufficient data were available to fit weekly models before August 2004), decreased rather than increased the predictive accuracy of GSH OP models as assessed by the weekly CV R 2 (data not shown), even though the model R GSH OP levels occurred on a spatial scale smaller than that able to be described by smoothing splines or kriging, given the density of available monitoring. Results for PM 10 , similar to those for GSH OP, showed that weekly or seasonal spatial modeling, using either smoothing splines or kriging, decreased rather than increased predictive accuracy (data not shown). Figure S3A ; values ranged from 0.71 to
.
Predictive accuracy by site descriptors/categories
The GSH OP model performed well across years and in highly urban of greater London, though slightly less well in less urban areas. Predictive accuracy was also comparable across seasons, though performance in the summer season was slightly better than in other seasons.
Predictive accuracy was lower at kerbside sites (those a few meters from the roadway) for weekly data ( Our results also demonstrate the ability of CV to select appropriate predictor variables and model forms without leading to over-fitting of the data (i.e., modeling noise in the measurements rather than signal). Though intuitive, we found that spatial modeling using smooth spatial terms or kriging (see below) decreased predictive accuracy and led to increased model over-fitting for GSH OP and PM 10 , even as it generally improved model R 2 values. Thus, our results highlight the importance of using CV for model selection in predictive models rather than the model R 2 ,
AIC, or other model-fit based measures. We observed different slopes for PM 10 brake and tire wear emissions from all vehicles within 50 m among the seasons. These result in different near-road gradients of predicted GSH OP in different seasons. In the autumn season, the slope is lowest and therefore the elevation in nearroad GSH OP levels is less pronounced compared to the surrounding area. In contrast, in the summer the slope is highest and the increase in GSH OP in areas near roads is more evident.
Seasonal spatial variation in GSH OP
Also note the negative slope for NO X tailpipe emissions from heavy-goods vehicles within 50 m remains constant across seasons, and therefore the areas between 50 and 100 m from roadways exhibit slightly lower predicted GSH OP levels than those further than 100 m.
A) B)
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